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Stalin 2014 the magnificent new biography that revolutionizes our understanding of stalin and his world financial times books of the year 2014 in january 1928 stalin the ruler of the
largest country in the world boarded a train bound for siberia where he would embark upon the greatest gamble of his political life he was about to begin the largest programme of
social reengineering ever attempted the root and branch uprooting and collectivization of agriculture and industry across the entire soviet union millions would die and many more
would suffer how did stalin get to this point where did such great monstrous power come from the first of three volumes the product of a decade of scrupulous and intrepid research
this landmark book offers the most convincing portrait and explanation yet of stalin s power and of russian power in the world the book is as much about the russia that stalin inherits
and reshapes as about the man himself it gives a brilliantly nuanced picture of the sequence of catastrophes that disposed of the social structures armies rivals and close colleagues
that should have stood in stalin s way as he emerged from obscurity to shoulder the terrifying responsibility of upholding russian power in the world
Stalin, Vol. I 2014-10-23 the magnificent new biography that revolutionizes our understanding of stalin and his world in january 1928 stalin the ruler of the largest country in the
world boarded a train bound for siberia where he would embark upon the greatest gamble of his political life he was about to begin the largest programme of social reengineering
ever attempted the root and branch uprooting and collectivization of agriculture and industry across the entire soviet union millions would die and many more would suffer how did
stalin get to this point where did such great monstrous power come from the first of three volumes the product of a decade of scrupulous and intrepid research this landmark book
offers the most convincing portrait and explanation yet of stalin s power and of russian power in the world the book is as much about the russia that stalin inherits and reshapes as
about the man himself it gives a brilliantly nuanced picture of the sequence of catastrophes that disposed of the social structures armies rivals and close colleagues that should have
stood in stalin s way as he emerged from obscurity to shoulder the terrifying responsibility of upholding russian power in the world
Stalin 2014 an extensively researched portrait of the soviet dictator covers his rise from humble origins the inner power structure of the bolshevik regime and the early formation of
stalin s fabricated trial process
The Russian Dilemma 2021-11-17 from the end of the mongol empire to today russian history is a tale of cultural political economic and military interaction with western powers the
depth of this relationship has created a geopolitical dilemma russia has persistently been both attracted to and at odds with western ideas and technological development which have
tended to threaten russia s sense of identity and create destabilizing divisions within society simultaneously deepening involvement in western international affairs brought meddling
in russian domestic politics and military invasion this book examines how the centuries old western threat has shaped russia s political and strategic structures creating a culture of
security rooted in vigilance against western influence and interference
Personality and Power 2022-09-29 one of the great historians of our age asks how far can a single leader alter the course of history the modern era saw the emergence of
individuals who had command over a terrifying array of instruments of control persuasion and death whole societies were re shaped and wars fought often with a merciless contempt
for the most basic norms at the summit of these societies were leaders whose personalities had somehow given them the ability to do whatever they wished ian kershaw s new book is
a compelling lucid and challenging attempt to understand these rulers whether operating on the widest stage lenin stalin hitler mussolini or with a more national impact tito franco
what was it about these leaders and the times they lived in that allowed them such untrammelled and murderous power and what brought that era to an end in a contrasting group of
profiles from churchill to de gaulle adenauer to gorbachev and thatcher to kohl kershaw uses his exceptional skills to think through how other strikingly different figures wielded
power
Stalin's Nomads 2018-08-24 robert kindler s seminal work is a comprehensive and unsettling account of the soviet campaign to forcefully sedentarize and collectivize the kazakh clans
viewing the nomadic life as unproductive and their lands unused and untilled stalin and his inner circle pursued a campaign of violence and subjugation rather than attempting any
dialog or cultural assimilation the results were catastrophic as the conflict and an ensuing famine 1931 1933 caused the death of nearly one third of the kazakh population hundreds
of thousands of nomads became refugees and a nomadic culture and social order were essentially destroyed in less than five years kindler provides an in depth analysis of soviet rule
economic and political motivations and the role of remote and local soviet officials and kazakhs during the crisis this is the first english language translation of an important and
harrowing history largely unknown to western audiences prior to kindler s study
Collective Leadership in Soviet Politics 2018-03-21 this book studies the way in which the top leadership in the soviet union changed over time from 1917 until the collapse of the
country in 1991 its principal focus is the tension between individual leadership and collective rule and it charts how this played out over the life of the regime the strategies used by
the most prominent leader in each period lenin stalin khrushchev brezhnev and gorbachev to acquire and retain power are counterposed to the strategies used by the other oligarchs
to protect themselves and sustain their positions this is analyzed against the backdrop of the emergence of norms designed to structure oligarch politics the book will appeal to
students and scholars interested in the fields of political leadership soviet politics and soviet history
Zhou Enlai 2024-05-07 the definitive biography of zhou enlai the first premier and preeminent diplomat of the people s republic of china who protected his country against the
excesses of his boss chairman mao zhou enlai spent twenty seven years as premier of the people s republic of china and ten as its foreign minister he was the architect of the country s
administrative apparatus and its relationship to the world as well as its legendary spymaster richard nixon proclaimed him the greatest statesman of our era yet zhou has always been
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overshadowed by chairman mao chen jian brings zhou into the light offering a nuanced portrait of his complex life as a revolutionary a master diplomat and a man with his own vision
and aspirations who did much to make china as well as the larger world what it is today born to a declining mandarin family in 1898 zhou received a classical education and as a
teenager spent time in japan as a young man driven by the desire for china s development zhou embraced the communist revolution as a vehicle of china s salvation he helped mao
govern through a series of transformations including the disastrous great leap forward and cultural revolution yet as chen shows zhou was never a committed maoist his extraordinary
political and bureaucratic skill combined with his centrist approaches enabled him to mitigate the enormous damage caused by mao s radicalism when zhou died in 1976 the prc that
we know of was not yet visible on the horizon he never saw glistening twenty first century shanghai or the broader emergence of chinese capitalism but it was zhou s work that
shaped the nation whose influence and power are today felt in every corner of the globe
Soviet Judgment at Nuremberg 2020-04-23 organized in the immediate aftermath of world war two by the victorious allies the nuremberg trials were intended to hold the nazis to
account for their crimes and to restore a sense of justice to a world devastated by violence as francine hirsch reveals in this immersive gripping and ground breaking book a major
piece of the nuremberg story has routinely been omitted from standard accounts the part the soviet union played in making the trials happen in the first place soviet judgment at
nuremberg offers the first complete picture of the international military tribunal imt including the many ironies brought to bear as the soviets took their place among the countries of
the prosecution in late 1945 everyone knew that stalin had allied with hitler before the nazi invasion of the soviet union in 1941 the molotov ribbentrop pact hung heavy over the
courtroom as did the suspicion that the soviets had falsified evidence in an attempt to pin one of their own war crimes the mass killing of polish officers in the katyn forest on the nazis
moreover key members of the soviet delegation including the soviet judge and chief prosecutor had played critical roles in stalin s infamous show trials of the 1930s for the american
prosecutor robert h jackson and his colleagues in the british and french delegations soviet participation in the imt undermined the credibility of the trials and indeed the moral
righteousness of the allied victory yet without the soviets nuremberg would never have taken place soviet jurists conceived of the legal framework that treated war as an international
crime giving the trials a legal basis the soviets had borne the brunt of the fighting against germany and their almost unimaginable suffering gave them moral authority they would not
be denied a place on the tribunal and moreover were determined to make the most of it however little went as the soviets had planned stalin s efforts to steer the trials from afar
backfired soviet war crimes were exposed in open court as relations among the four countries of the prosecution foundered nuremberg turned from a court of justice to an early front
of the cold war hirsch s book provides a front row seat in the nuremberg courtroom while also guiding readers behind the scenes to the meetings in which secrets were shared
strategies mapped and alliances forged soviet judgment at nuremberg offers a startlingly new view of the imt and a fresh perspective on the movement for international human rights
that it helped launch
Dictators and Autocrats 2021-10-31 in order to truly understand the emergence endurance and legacy of autocracy this volume of engaging essays explores how autocratic power is
acquired exercised and transferred or abruptly ended through the careers and politics of influential figures in more than 20 countries and six regions the book looks at both traditional
hard dictators such as hitler stalin and mao and more modern soft or populist autocrats who are in the process of transforming once fully democratic countries into autocratic states
including recep tayyip erdoğan in turkey brazilian leader jair bolsonaro rodrigo duterte in the philippines narendra modi in india and viktor orbán in hungary the authors touch on a
wide range of autocratic and dictatorial figures in the past and present including present day autocrats such as vladimir putin and xi jinping military leaders and democratic leaders
with authoritarian aspirations they analyze the transition of selected autocrats from democratic or benign semi democratic systems to harsher forms of autocracy with either quite
disastrous or more successful outcomes an ideal reader for students and scholars as well as the general public interested in international affairs leadership studies contemporary
history and politics global studies security studies economics psychology and behavioral studies
Family Networks and the Russian Revolutionary Movement, 1870–1940 2017-12-04 this book explores the role played by families in the russian revolutionary movement and the first
decades of the soviet regime while revolutionaries were expected to sever all family ties or at the very least put political concerns before personal ones in practice this was rarely
achieved in the underground revolutionaries of all stripes from populists to social democrats relied on siblings spouses children and parents to help them conduct party tasks with the
appearance of domesticity regularly thwarting police interference family networks were also vital when the worst happened and revolutionaries were imprisoned or exiled after the
revolution these family networks continued to function in the building of the new soviet regime and amongst the socialist opponents who tried to resist the bolsheviks as the party
persecuted its socialist enemies and eventually turned on threats perceived within its ranks it deliberately included the spouses and relatives of its opponents in an attempt to destroy
family networks for good
Vanguard of the Revolution 2017-09-05 the first comprehensive political history of the communist party vanguard of the revolution is a sweeping history of one of the most
significant political institutions of the modern world the communist party was a revolutionary idea long before its supporters came to power in this book a james mcadams argues that
the rise and fall of communism can be understood only by taking into account the origins and evolution of this compelling idea he shows how the leaders of parties in countries as
diverse as the soviet union china germany yugoslavia cuba and north korea adapted the original ideas of revolutionaries like karl marx and vladimir lenin to profoundly different social
and cultural settings taking readers from the drafting of the communist manifesto in the 1840s to the dissolution of the soviet union in the early 1990s mcadams describes the decisive
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role played by individual rulers in the success of their respective parties men like joseph stalin mao zedong and fidel castro he demonstrates how these personalities drew on vying
conceptions of the party s functions to mesmerize their followers mobilize their populations and transform their societies he also shows how many of these figures abused these ideas
to justify incomprehensible acts of inhumanity mcadams explains why communist parties lasted as long as they did and why they either disappeared or ceased to be meaningful
institutions by the close of the twentieth century the first comprehensive political history of the communist party vanguard of the revolution is essential reading for anyone seeking to
understand world communism and the captivating idea that gave it life
Personalism and Personalist Regimes 2024-04-04 personalist leaders such as russia s vladimir putin belarus s alexander lukashenko or venezuela s nicolás maduro are
increasingly prominent players in the international landscape their motivations and policies however are poorly understood the regimes they lead are difficult to examine mostly
because of their most defining feature an inordinate concentration of power in the hands of one single individual yet personalist leaders do not rule alone even if they do not always
govern through institutional channels how do personalist regimes really work how do their rulers acquire and maintain personal control how does contemporary personal rule differ
from how it was practised during the cold war these are the key questions addressed in personalism and personalist regimes which offers a systematic examination of the logic of
personalism or personalist rule tackling comprehensively the study of personalist leaders and personalist regimes the book is underpinned by a theoretical framework that combines
historical and comparative analyses brought forward through a series of detailed country studies authored by a distinguished group of comparativists and area studies experts the
book also revisits and builds upon sultanistic regimes the seminal study by h e chehabi and juan linz in contrast to sultanistic regimes that studied sultanism an extreme form of
personalism personalism and personalist regimes examines personal rule on its full continuum from turkey under erdo an or venezuela under maduro to turkmenistan under
berdimuhamedov or libya under gaddafi because personalism or personal rule can be present across all regimes the book also includes several studies of personalism and institutions
in party dictatorships china or cuba amongst others
On Absolute War 2019-01-15 nearly two decades after the declaration of a war on terror the precise relationship between warfare and terrorism remains unclear the united states
and its allies have long sought to inflict a decisive defeat upon groups such as al qaeda and isis while regarding their individual members as malevolent criminals undeserving of
combatant status a clearer understanding of how terrorists define victory and how their method of fighting relates to conventional military forces is necessary in order to devise more
realistic and effective strategies of counterterrorism on absolute war constructs a theoretical framework for the study of terrorism based on carl von clausewitz s on war widely
regarded as the greatest analysis of war ever written through a review of clausewitz s work and a set of historical case studies ranging from the fenian dynamite campaign of the
1880s to the wars in iraq and afghanistan prof fleury reveals just how closely terrorism mimics the logic of war terrorism attempts to restore war to its theoretical baseline a condition
that clausewitz called absolute war featuring relentless escalation toward a climactic result while never achieving this ideal in practice terrorists succeed to the extent that they
compel their enemies and their prospective followers to engage mutual escalation which will ultimately favor whichever side is better able to jettison logistical and normative limits
consequently states must engage terrorists on the basis of clausewitz s two most important injunctions namely that war is temporary and subordinate to political controls given the
very real prospect of a war without any temporal and spatial limits on absolute war provides the theoretical basis for a strategy of limiting the effects of terrorism rather than
repeatedly trying and failing to destroy it
Stalin's Millennials 2022-02-21 this book examines joseph stalin s increasing popularity in the post soviet space and analyzes how his image and the nostalgia it evokes is manipulated
and exploited for political gain the author argues that in addition to the evil dictator and the georgian comrade there is a third portrayal of stalin the one projected by the generation
that saw the tail end of the ussr the post soviet millennials this book is not a biography of one of the most controversial historical figures of the past century rather through a
combination of sociopolitical commentary and autobiographical elements that are uncommon in monographs of this kind the attempt is to explore how joseph stalin s complex legacies
and the conflicting cult of his irreconcilable tripartite of personalities still loom over the region as a whole including russia and perhaps to an even deeper extent koba s native land
now the independent republic of georgia caught between its unreconciled soviet past and the potential future within the european union
Assassination of the Butcher of Prague 2023-10-04 on 4 june 1942 one of the most powerful figurers of the nazi third riech reinhard heydrich the butcher of prague and architect of
the final solution died from wounds suffered in an assassination attempt carried out just days before his death caused shockwaves in the nazi state and resulted in savage reprisals
with hitler ordering the annihilation of two village populations thought to be involved in assisting the assassins thousands of others were sent to concentration camps where many
were tortured and executed the british trained czech assassins part of operation anthropoid were eventually betrayed in their hideout in a prague church the initial battle to capture
the czech operatives in the choir stalls after many hours resulted in many german casualties however the german ss troops and gestapo soon realised another four operatives were in
the vaults of the church resulting in more fighting hitler ordered they be taken alive this book provides a detailed and fascinating account of the assassination and subsequent events
hour by hour and day by day
Understanding the Cold War 2022-09-29 this book provides an advanced introduction to the cold war assessing its origins development and conclusion as a dynamic interaction
between superpower confrontation and complex regional and local situations the evolution of the subject s scholarly debate is discussed throughout and the contest situated alongside
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enduring historical themes including decolonisation development nationalism and globalisation regional case studies on europe east and southeast asia latin america and the middle
east illuminate the cold war s global reach thematic analysis considers competition in military strategic and economic spheres as well as in aspects of culture ideology society and
human rights the cold war s transnational elements and facets of international cooperation are also highlighted the book unpacks the subject s extensive scholarly discourse
underlining the interdisciplinary character of today s cold war historiography and the importance of understanding that its development has been informed by a vibrant interface
between international history international relations and the cold war itself
Dissenting Traditions 2021-07-12 the work of bryan d palmer one of north america s leading historians has influenced the fields of labour history social history discourse analysis
communist history and canadian history as well as the theoretical frameworks surrounding them palmer s work reveals a life dedicated to dissent and the difficult task of imagining
alternatives by understanding the past in all of its contradictions victories and failures dissenting traditions gathers palmer s contemporaries students and sometimes critics to
examine and expand on the topics and themes that have defined palmer s career from labour history to marxism and communist politics paying attention to palmer s participation in
key debates contributors demonstrate that class analysis labour history building institutions and engaging the public are vital for social change in this moment of increasing precarity
and growing class inequality palmer s politically engaged scholarship offers a useful roadmap for scholars and activists alike and underlines the importance of working class history
with contributions by alan campbell alvin finkel sam gindin gregory s kealey john mcilroy kirk niegarth bryan d palmer leo panitch chad pearson sean purdy and nicholas rogers
Hitler's Compromises 2016-01-01 vii the people know where to find the leadership s soft spot air raid evacuations popular protest and hitler s soft strategies viii germany s
rosenstrasse and the fate of mixed marriages conclusion afterword on historical research back to the top down notes acknowledgments index a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p r s t u v w
Disruption 2021 a timely and fascinating look at massive historical change across two millennia from the christianization of the roman empire to today s new economy disruption
examines how fringe intellectual movements can change powerful institutions and why those institutions are vulnerable to big changes
AQA A-level History: Tsarist and Communist Russia 1855-1964 2015-07-31 exam board aqa level as a level subject history first teaching september 2015 first exam june 2016
aqa approved enhance and expand your students knowledge and understanding of their aqa breadth study through expert narrative progressive skills development and bespoke
essays from leading historians on key debates builds students understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative well researched narrative that covers the
specification content introduces the key concepts of change continuity cause and consequence encouraging students to make comparisons across time as they advance through the
course improves students skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing clear guidance and practice activities boosts students interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates cements understanding of the
broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the key questions end of chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy revision aids
Russia 2018-04-17 this lucid account of russian and soviet history presents major trends and events from ancient kievan rus to vladimir putin s presidency in the twenty first century
russia does not shy away from controversial topics including the impact of the mongol conquest the paradoxes of peter the great the inevitability of the 1917 revolution the stalinist
terror and the gorbachev reform effort tackling those topics and others the new edition is updated to discuss the russia georgia war of 2008 the 2013 2014 euromaidan protests in
ukraine the war in eastern ukraine and the russian annexation of crimea distinguished by its brevity and amply supplemented with useful images and suggested readings this essential
text provides balanced coverage of all periods of russian history and incorporates economic social and cultural developments as well as politics and foreign policy
Origins of the Cold War 1941-1949 2015-11-19 origins of the cold war 1941 1949 covers the formative years of the momentous struggle which developed between two
superpowers the soviet union and the united states it not only involved these titans but also the rest of the globe many proxy wars were fought much to the detriment of the
developing world in a clear concise manner this book explains how the cold war originated and developed between 1941 and 1949 the fourth edition is revised updated and expanded
to include new material on topics such as the culture wars and stalin s view of marxism the introduction looks at the various approaches which have been adopted to analyse the cold
war and the challenges to arrive at a theory which can explain it the book explores questions such as who was responsible for the cold war was it inevitable or could it have been
avoided was stalin genuinely interested in a post war agreement illustrated with maps and figures and containing a chronology and who s who of key individuals origins of the cold
war 1941 1949 incorporates the most recent scholarship theories and information to provide students with an invaluable introduction to a fascinating period that shaped today s world
On Stalin's Team 2017-05-30 explanatory note glossary the team emerges the great break in power the team on view the great purges into war postwar hopes aging leader without
stalin end of the road biographies
I Was on the Soviet Payroll 2016-06-06 in his memoirs vahak d sarkis a k a vahak dersarkissian born in egypt of armenian heritage traces his life history from time in the middle east
and europe during the preworld war ii years through the nazi invasion of egypt to the turbulent period in the middle east which altered the socio political topography of the region in
the late 1950s he arrived in new york with a bs degree in chemistry and upon completion of his graduate studies taught for the next thirty years at universities in new york and florida
while teaching in new york in 19731974 he took advantage of an opportunity to experience a paid sabbatical through a visiting professorship to teach chemistry at the yerevan state
university in soviet armenia the land of his ancestors while in soviet armenia during the cold war period he received extraordinary privileges as a trusted person and began receiving a
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monthly salary equivalent to a soviet full professors rank thus the title of the book i was on the soviet payroll in addition to his opportunity to teach at the state university of armenia
he was equally determined to learn all about communism and during his four month assignment he observed the abysmal day to day life of the common people the proletariat in
comparison with the privileged party members upon his return to the united states he invited separately fbi then cia agents to share his findings with them following these
experiences vahak resumed a quieter but no less interesting way of life retiring to florida studying art sculpting and working on two additional books one about sculpting and another
a childrens book he currently lives in holiday florida with his wife betty surrounded by his three adult children nearby
European Dictatorships 1918–1945 2016-02-12 european dictatorships 1918 1945 surveys the extraordinary circumstances leading to and arising from the transformation of over half
of europe s states to dictatorships between the first and the second world wars from the notorious dictatorships of mussolini hitler and stalin to less well known states and leaders
stephen j lee scrutinizes the experiences of russia germany italy spain portugal and central and eastern european states this fourth edition has been fully revised and updated
throughout new material for this edition includes the most recent research on individual dictatorships a new chapter on the experiences of europe s democracies at the hands of
germany italy and russia an expanded chapter on spain a new section on dictatorships beyond europe exploring the european and indigenous roots of dictatorships in latin america
asia and africa extensively illustrated with images maps tables and a comparative timeline and supported by a companion website providing further resources for study routledge com
cw lee european dictatorships 1918 1945 is a clear detailed and highly accessible analysis of the tumultuous events of early twentieth century europe
A Companion to the Russian Revolution 2020-10-19 a compendium of original essays and contemporary viewpoints on the 1917 revolution the russian revolution of 1917
reverberated throughout an empire that covered one sixth of the world it altered the geo political landscape of not only eurasia but of the entire globe the impact of this immense
event is still felt in the present day the historiography of the last two decades has challenged conceptions of the 1917 revolution as a monolithic entity the causes and meanings of
revolution are many as is reflected in contemporary scholarship on the subject a companion to the russian revolution offers more than thirty original essays written by a team of
respected scholars and historians of 20th century russian history presenting a wide range of contemporary perspectives the companion discusses topics including the dynamics of
violence in war and revolution russian political parties the transformation of the orthodox church bolshevism liberalism and more although primarily focused on 1917 itself and the
singular revolutionary experience in that year this book also explores time periods such as the first russian revolution early soviet government the civil war period and even into the
1920 s presents a wide range of original essays that discuss brings together in depth coverage of political history party history cultural history and new social approaches explores the
long range causes influence on early soviet culture and global after life of the russian revolution offers broadly conceived contemporary views of the revolution largely based on the
author s original research links russian revolutions to russian civil wars as concepts a companion to the russian revolution is an important addition to modern scholarship on the
subject and a valuable resource for those interested in russian late imperial or soviet history as well as anyone interested in revolution as a global phenomenon
Secret Leviathan 2023-06-06 the soviet union was one of the most secretive states that ever existed defended by a complex apparatus of rules and checks administered by the secret
police the soviet state had seemingly unprecedented capabilities based on its near monopoly of productive capital monolithic authority and secretive decision making but behind the
scenes soviet secrecy was double edged it raised transaction costs incentivized indecision compromised the effectiveness of government officials eroded citizens trust in institutions
and in each other and led to a secretive society and an uninformed elite the result is what this book calls the secrecy capacity tradeoff a bargain in which the soviet state accepted the
reduction of state capacity as the cost of ensuring its own survival this book is the first comprehensive analytical multi faceted history of soviet secrecy in the english language
harrison combines quantitative and qualitative evidence to evaluate the impact of secrecy on soviet state capacity from the 1917 bolshevik revolution to the collapse of the soviet
union in 1991 based on multiple years of research in once secret soviet era archives this book addresses two gaps in history and social science one the core role of secrecy in building
and stabilizing the communist states of the twentieth century the other the corrosive effects of secrecy on the capabilities of authoritarian states
The Russia Anxiety 2019 a history of russophobia and its living legacy in world affairs with proof of election meddling and the relationship between donald trump and vladimir putin
an ongoing conundrum little wonder many americans are experiencing what historian mark b smith calls the russia anxiety this is no new phenomenon time and time again the west
has judged russia on assumptions of its inherent cunning malevolence and brutality yet for much of its history russia functioned no differently or at least no more dysfunctionally than
other absolutist war mongering european states so what is it about this country that so often provokes such excessive responses and why is this so dangerous russian history can
indeed be viewed as a catalog of brutal violence in which a rotation of secret police from ivan the terrible s oprichina to andropov s kgb and putin s fsb hold absolute sway however as
smith shows there are nevertheless deeper political and cultural factors that could lead to democratic outcomes violence is not an innate element of russian culture and russia is not
unknowable from foreign interference and cyber attacks to mega corruption and nuclear weapons smith uses russia s sprawling history to throw light on contemporary concerns smith
reveals how the past has created today s russia and how this past offers hints about its future place in the world one that reaches beyond crisis and confrontation
The Vortex 2024-04-18 environmental challenges are defining the twenty first century to fully understand ongoing debates about our current crises climate change loss of biological
diversity pollution extinction resource woes means revisiting their origins in all their complexity with this ambitious highly original contribution to the environmental history of global
modernity frank uekötter considers the many ways humans have had an impact on their physical environment throughout history ours is not a one way trajectory to sudden collapse
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he argues but rather death by a thousand cuts the many paths we ve forged to arrive in our current predicament from agriculture to industry to infrastructure must be considered
collectively if we are to stay afloat in what uekötter describes as a vortex a powerful metaphor for the flow of history capturing the momentum and the many crosscurrents that swept
people and environments along his book invites us to look at environmental challenges from multiple perspectives including all the twists and turns that have helped to create the
mess we find ourselves in uekötter has written a world history for an age where things are falling apart where we know what lies ahead and are equipped with the right tools
technological and otherwise and plenty of experience to deal with environmental challenges but somehow fail to get our affairs in order
The Red Warrior: U.S. Perceptions of Stalin’s Strategic Role in the Allied Journey to Victory in The Second World War 2024-09-24 through u s president franklin d roosevelt s lend
lease program american leaders sought to keep joseph stalin s red army in the field and fighting adolf hitler s forces in the second world war from 1941 forward delivered by the anglo
american arctic naval convoys overland through the iranian deserts and mountains and through the skies from alaska to siberia this much needed material aid helped stalin s red army
to continue fighting and thereby prevented a separate peace with hitler s germany and a mechanized repeat of the first world war s brest litovsk fiasco yet roosevelt and other u s
officials due to their severe underestimation of stalin s character and his rigid and fanatical devotion to exporting communism at gunpoint gambled incorrectly that they could win the
soviet premier s heart and mind through several excessive wartime aid gestures including the furnishing of atomic bomb materials to the soviet regime by 1945 american leaders had
succeeded in their strategic goal of keeping stalin and his red army in the war and hastening victory but failed in their efforts to purchase the soviet premier s goodwill and
commitment to postwar peace heralding the global cold war and setting the stage for later u s martial aid programs to those resisting aggression abroad in addition to its primary
focus on the american leadership s perceptions of stalin s strategic importance to the allied war effort in the second world war this work also includes a detailed assessment of
roosevelt s soviet lend lease program alongside u s president ronald reagan s later support for the afghan islamic guerrillas resisting soviet occupation during the soviet afghan war of
the 1980s and a comparison of both martial aid programs with washington s recent revival of lend lease aid for the ukrainian war effort it offers today s american leaders and
policymakers a chance to consult the lessons of history and apply them in the present
The Russian Revolution and Stalinism 2021-04-26 this book focuses upon significant aspects of stalinism as a system in the ussr it sheds new light on established questions and
addresses issues that have never before been raised in the study of stalinism stalinism constitutes one of the most striking and contentious phenomena of the twentieth century it not
only transformed the soviet union into a major military industrial power but through both the second world war and the ensuing cold war and its effect on the political left throughout
much of the world it also transformed much of that world this collection of papers by an international cast of authors investigates a variety of major aspects of stalinism significant
new questions like the role of private enterprise and violence in state making as well as some of the more established questions like the number of soviet citizens who died in the
second world war whether agricultural collectivisation was genocidal nationality policy the politics of executive power and the leningrad affair are addressed here in innovative and
stimulating ways the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of europe asia studies
A Practical Guide to Studying History 2017-01-12 prose award winner 2018 in the textbook humanities category a practical guide to studying history is the perfect guide for students
embarking on degree level study the book introduces students to the concepts of historical objectivity frameworks and debate explains the differences in aims methods and audiences
for different types of history explores the relationship between the skills developed during a history undergraduate degree and the practice of professional history helps students
develop the practical skills required to read historical writing critically write good essays and participate in historical debates includes study questions further reading lists text boxes
maps and illustrations the book incorporates case studies taken from a range of regions and periods reflecting the varied nature of historical study at university and helps students to
understand history and to practice it successfully it is an indispensable guide to studying history
The Marshall Plan 2018 traces the history of the marshall plan and the efforts to reconstruct western europe as a bulwark against communist authoritarianism during a two year
period that saw the collapse of postwar u s soviet relations and the beginning of the cold war
The Second World Wars 2017-10-17 a breathtakingly magisterial account of world war ii by america s preeminent military historian wall street journal world war ii was the most
lethal conflict in human history never before had a war been fought on so many diverse landscapes and in so many different ways from rocket attacks in london to jungle fighting in
burma to armor strikes in libya the second world wars examines how combat unfolded in the air at sea and on land to show how distinct conflicts among disparate combatants
coalesced into one interconnected global war drawing on 3 000 years of military history bestselling author victor davis hanson argues that despite its novel industrial barbarity neither
the war s origins nor its geography were unusual nor was its ultimate outcome surprising the axis powers were well prepared to win limited border conflicts but once they blundered
into global war they had no hope of victory an authoritative new history of astonishing breadth the second world wars offers a stunning reinterpretation of history s deadliest conflict
Politicizing Islam 2023 the introduction sets forth the two sets of questions that motivate this book first under what conditions does islam become the language and the defining
character of political opposition movements why has this islamist mobilization taken place in tajikistan and uzbekistan whereas in kyrgyzstan civil islam rather than islamism has
predominated and why have three distinct waves of islamist organizations and movements emerged and mobilized from the 1980s through the 2010s second why do some islamist
organizations achieve relatively high mobilization attracting a mass following whereas many others remain fringe groups or disappear altogether what strategies do islamists employ
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to win a social base are ordinary people attracted to any of the multiple islamist movements that have surfaced the chapter also reviews the book s country cases and the islamist
movements within each country as well as the research methodology
Forging Global Fordism 2023-12-05 a new global history of fordism from the great depression to the postwar era as the united states rose to ascendancy in the first decades of the
twentieth century observers abroad associated american economic power most directly with its burgeoning automobile industry in the 1930s in a bid to emulate and challenge
america engineers from across the world flocked to detroit chief among them were nazi and soviet specialists who sought to study copy and sometimes steal the techniques of
american automotive mass production or fordism forging global fordism traces how germany and the soviet union embraced fordism amid widespread economic crisis and ideological
turmoil this incisive book recovers the crucial role of activist states in global industrial transformations and reconceives the global thirties as an era of intense competitive
development providing a new genealogy of the postwar industrial order stefan link uncovers the forgotten origins of fordism in midwestern populism and shows how henry ford s
antiliberal vision of society appealed to both the soviet and nazi regimes he explores how they positioned themselves as america s antagonists in reaction to growing american
hegemony and seismic shifts in the global economy during the interwar years and shows how detroit visitors like william werner ferdinand porsche and stepan dybets helped spread
versions of fordism abroad and mobilize them in total war forging global fordism challenges the notion that global mass production was a product of post world war ii liberal
internationalism demonstrating how it first began in the global thirties and how the spread of fordism had a distinctly illiberal trajectory
The New Kremlinology 2021-09-27 the new kremlinology is the first in depth examination of the development of regime personalization in russia in the post cold war period many
previously democratizing countries experienced authoritarian reversals whereby incumbent leaders took over and gravitated towards personalist rule scholars have predominantly
focused on the authoritarian turn as opposed to the type of authoritarian rule emerging from it in a departure from accounts centred on the failure of democratization in russia this
book s argument begins from the assumption that the political regime of vladimir putin is a personalist regime in the making focusing on the politics within the russian ruling coalition
since 1999 the new kremlinology describes the process of regime personalization that is the acquisition of personal power by a leader drawing from comparative evidence and
theories of personalist rule the investigation is based on four components of regime personalization patronage networks deinstitutionalization media personalization and establishing
permanency in office the fact that russia has gradually acquired many but not all of the characteristics associated with a personalist regime underscores the complexity of political
change and the need to unpack the concept of personalism the lessons of the book extend beyond russia and illuminate how other personalist and personalizing regimes emerge and
develop furthermore the title of the book the new kremlinology is chosen to emphasize not only the subject matter the what but also the how the battery of innovative methods
employed to study the black box of non democratic politics comparative politics is a series for researchers teachers and students of political science that deals with contemporary
government and politics global in scope books in the series are characterized by a stress on comparative analysis and strong methodological rigour the series is published in
association with the european consortium for political research for more information visit ecprnet eu the series is edited by susan scarrow john and rebecca moores professor of
political science at the university of houston and jonathan slapin professor of political institutions and european politics department of political science university of zurich
The Inter-War Crisis 2016-07-15 the inter war crisis is a concise yet analytical overview of the rapidly changing world between 1918 and 1939 covering the political economic and
social instability that resulted from the first world war and the eventual descent towards the fresh upheaval of the second world war revised throughout and containing a new range of
illustrations this third edition covers topics such as the russian revolution the wall street crash of 1929 the concepts of the end of civilization and the decline of the west cultural and
scientific responses to an age of anxiety and fear and the ways in which dictatorship came to replace democracy across so much of europe global in focus it offers thematic discussions
close analysis of a range of case studies and a clear over arching narrative structure that guides the reader from the close of one war to the beginning of the next also including a
selection of over thirty primary source documents maps a chronology of events a glossary of key terms a who s who of important figures and an extensive and updated guide to further
reading this book is an essential introduction for students of the inter war period
A History of Russia and Its Empire 2018-06-26 this clear and focused text provides an introduction to imperial russian and soviet history from the crowning of mikhail romanov in 1613
to vladimir putin s new term through a consistent chronological narrative kees boterbloem considers the political military economic social religious and cultural developments and
crucial turning points that led russia from an exotic backwater to superpower stature in the twentieth century the author assesses the tremendous price paid by those who made
russia and the soviet union into such a hegemonic power both locally and globally he considers the complex and varied interactions between russians and non russians and
investigates the reasons for the remarkable longevity of this last of the colonial powers whose dependencies were not granted independence until 1991 he explores the ongoing
legacies of this fraught decolonization process on the russian federation itself and on the other states that succeeded the soviet union the only text designed and written specifically
for a one semester course on this four hundred year period it will appeal to all readers interested in learning more about the history of the people who have inhabited one sixth of the
earth s landmass for centuries
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